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self funding
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data that provide enhanced visibility of Pilot’s key
• Be self funding
TMS data that provide enhanced visibility of Pilot’s key
operational elements and their associated costs,” notes
Pilot also wanted a 3PL that could provide strategies
operational elements and their associated costs,” notes
Pilot also wanted a 3PL that could provide strategies to
Ed Hildebrandt, CLX Logistics Senior Vice President,
to increase efficiency and outline opportunities for
Ed Hildebrandt, ChemLogix Senior Vice President,
increase efficiency and outline opportunities for shortOperations. “For example, we created a monthly Top
short- and long-term savings.
Operations. “For example, we created a monthly Top
and long-term savings.
10 Accessorial Cost Report by plant to drive continuous
10 Accessorial Cost Report by plant to drive continuous
cost improvement. In addition to identifying the cost
After
evaluating
several
resources,
Pilot
Chemical
cost improvement. In addition to identifying the cost
After evaluating several resources, Pilot Chemical
items, we are also involved in monthly conference calls
chose ChemLogix, LLC (www.chemlogix.com),
items, we are also involved in monthly conference
chose
CLX Logistics, LLC (www.CLX Logistics.com), a
with the plants focused on reviewing the cost items and
a leading provider of integrated logistics solutions for
calls with the plants focused on reviewing the cost
leading
provider of integrated logistics solutions for the
developing methods to either reduce or eliminate them.”
the chemical industry, to provide a web-based
chemical industry, to provide a web-based transportation items and developing methods to either reduce or
transportation management solution and the logistics
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management solution and the logistics management
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management resources that would address all its
resources that would address all its logistics challenges
data by cost per pound, mode, and lane enabling Pilot
logistics challenges without the need for an IT and
Other reports depict detailed client level transportation
without
the need for an IT and logistics management
management to determine the cost to serve their
logistics management personnel investment.
data by cost per pound, mode, and lane enabling Pilot
personnel
investment.
management to determine the cost to serve their
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chose ChemLogix
based
on on
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reputation,
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based
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best-in-industry
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canbring
bringto
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clients. In the
the past,
past, Pilot’s
Pilot’sassumptions
assumptionsfor
formoving
moving
freight were well
below
actual
cost,
resulting
well below actual cost, resultingininhigh
high
freight cost variances.
variances.
“When shipping
shipping chemicals,
chemicals,especially
especiallycommodity
commodity
products, a variance
variance of
of one
onecent
centper
perpound
poundcan
canmean
mean
the difference between
between aa profit
profit and
andloss,”
loss,” explains
explains
Hildebrandt. “With
“With aa granular
granularview
viewof
ofindividual
individual
activities, Pilot
Pilot Chemical
Chemicalcan
canbetter
bettercontrol
controlcosts
costsfor
for
each specific customer.”
customer.”
Advanced
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contract management
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functionality
Advanced carrier
offered
by
the
CLX
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On-Demand
TMS
offered by the ChemLogix On-Demand TMS
provides
provides
highly accurate,
real-time
freightfor
accruals
for highlyfor
accurate,
real-time freight
accruals
for
accurate
reconciliation.
In
the
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freight
accurate reconciliation. In the past, freight costscosts
were
were
inaccurately
estimated,
resulting
in in
errors
often often
inaccurately
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resulting
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in
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accruals.
With
wide
variances
between
freight
accruals.
With
wide
variances
between
the the
estimated
and actual
actual cost
costof
offreight,
freight,Pilot
PilotChemical
Chemical
estimated and
was
often
surprised
when
closing
its
books
theend
was often surprised when closing its books atatthe
end
of
each
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With
event-driven
freight
accrual
of each month. With event-driven freight accrual
information
uploaded from
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information uploaded
between
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aremore
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between estimates
eliminating
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with
cost
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eliminating surprises with cost variances.
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Through
Throughthe
theindustry
industryknowledge
knowledgeoffered
offeredbybyChemLogix
CLX
logistics
experts,
Pilot
Chemical
also
has
exceeded
Logistics logistics experts, Pilot Chemical also hasits
goal
for carrier
reporting
compliance.
ChemLogix’
exceeded
its goal
for carrier
reporting
compliance. CLX
expertise
handling in
hazardous
in materials
all modes in
Logistics’inexpertise
handlingmaterials
hazardous
of
has resultedhas
in aresulted
reduction
liability
alltransportation
modes of transportation
in in
a reduction
exposure
for
Pilot
Chemical.
“In
many
situations,
in liability exposure for Pilot Chemical. “In manyPilot
Chemical
was
unaware
of all
theunaware
risk and liability
issues
situations,
Pilot
Chemical
was
of all the
risk
associated
specific
modes with
of transportation,”
and liabilitywith
issues
associated
specific modes of
states
Hildebrandt.
“Our
logistics subject
transportation,
”states
Hildebrandt.
“Our matter
logistics subject
experts
understand
and
build
contingencies
to deal
matter experts understand and build contingencies
with
thewith
compliance
requirements
and risks and
associated
to deal
the compliance
requirements
risks
with
transporting
products in allproducts
modes and
associated
with transporting
in allgeographic
modes and
regions.
Armed
with that
knowledge,
are able towe
geographic
regions.
Armed
with thatwe
knowledge,
provide
our
clients
with
a
comprehensive
process that
are able to provide our clients with a comprehensive
will
be utilized
to ensure
outstanding
customer
process
that will
be utilized
to ensure
outstanding
service
while
minimizing
customer
service
while risk.”
minimizing risk.”

PilotChemical
Chemicalhas
hasgained
gainedsubstantial
substantial
savings
through
Pilot
savings
through
thelevel
levelof
ofcontrol,
control,management
managementand
andvisibility
visibility
offered
the
offered
bythe
theChemLogix
CLX Logistics
Logistics
Management
by
Logistics
Management
and and
TMSTMS
solution.More
Morethan
thanproving
provingtotobebeself
selffunding,
funding,
this
solution.
this
web-enabledtransportation
transportationmanagement
management
solution
has
web-enabled
solution
has
significantlyexceeded
exceededPilot
PilotChemical’s
Chemical’scost-savings
cost-savings
significantly
goal while improving customer service and enhancing
Automatic tracking of freight activities also has improved goal while improving customer service and enhancing
Automatic tracking of freight activities also has
itsability
abilitytotogain
gaincontrol
controlover
overitsitslogistics
logistics
operations. In
its
operations.
carrier performance from a low of 90% to 98%. By
improved carrier performance from a low of 90% to
essence,
In
essence,Pilot
PilotChemical
Chemicalwas
wasable
ableto
tooutsource
outsource aaTMS
tracking and managing carrier activities on a daily basis,
98%. By tracking and managing carrier activities
with
the
added
value
of
an
expert
logistics
team
at no
TMS
with
the
added
value
of
an
expert
logistics
team
CLX
Logistics maintains higher levels of performance
on a daily basis, ChemLogix maintains higher levels
additional
cost.
at
no
additional
cost.
from
Pilot Chemical’s transportation vendors.
of performance from Pilot Chemical’s transportation
vendors.
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CLX Logistics is an international provider of comprehensive logistics management and technology
ChemLogix,
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provider
comprehensive
management, technology,
services thatLLC
together
with its
supplyofchain
consulting chemical
resourcesindustry
enable transportation
its clients to improve
and
supply
chain
consulting
services
that
enable
its
clients
to
improve
performance
and
drive
economic
value.
performance and drive economic value. CLX Logistics is committed to solving our customers’
logistics
ChemLogix
is
dedicated
to
solving
its
customers’
most
vital
logistics
challenges
by
leveraging
chemical
industry
challenges through proven expertise, best-of-breed technology and a high-touch, service-oriented
expertise,
best-of-breed
technology
andmeasurable
a personalized,
high-touch approach
toinformation,
deliver measurable,
approach to
deliver value
that is both
and sustainable.
For more
email sustainable
value.
For
more
information,
visit
www.chemlogix.com
or
email
information@chemlogix.com.
information@clxlogistics.com, or call 215-461-3800.
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